
Dear Chugach Assembly, 
 
We've made it through another week! It's all about celebrating the small wins these days, isn't 
it?   
The CEC (Chugach Educational Corp. - i.e. the "board") is also celebrating a small win this week 
in the passing of our budget for the 2020-2021 school year. An approved budget is usually the 
final task of a school year, however with the disruption of COVID at the end 2020 school year 
we had to delay approving a 2020-2021 school year budget for the first Assembly meeting of 
the new school year.  
 
The CEC presented our draft budget to the Community Assembly earlier this month with some 
fairly major changes to how we traditionally design the budget.  
 
Our board treasurer and vice treasurer worked hard over the last couple of months to review 
the financials and budgets of the last few years to better understand how money has been 
traditionally spent and distributed. However, with so much still unknown about how this year 
will unfold and what the teachers’ and staff’s needs will be, or when regular gatherings for 
school events will resume, we had to plan for a lot more flexibility than prior budgets allowed.  
 
Our intent was to provide a similar amount of money for the regular operations and supplies 
for classrooms and staff while also providing flexibility with the rest of the funds to allow for 
unexpected needs and requests that may come up due to Covid-19. The result was a less 
restrictive budget with line items grouped under a more general “enrichment” term.  
 
 
Please note, the budget that was passed represents just the ‘expenses’ portion of the budget 
and is based on existing funds available.  
 
The CEC is a non-profit organization that facilitates community discussions and manages the 
Assembly finances through community input. In the broadly allocated enrichment portion of 
the budget, approving of budget request will be guided by proportions of past expenses. In 
addition, half of enrichment funds are to be spent in 2020 and half in 2021.  Larger requests 
require an Assembly vote and all expense reporting is shared at monthly Assembly 
meeting. This revised budget is solely intended to facilitate processes that help the school run 
smoothly during this volatile and uncertain period.  
 
 
We welcome hearing from you all so please don’t hesitate to contact us with questions or 
suggestions. 
 
 
The Chugach Optional CEC 
 
 



Budget 
 

Library     $ 4,000.00 

Enrichment - Fall     $ 4,500.00 

Enrichment - Spring     $ 4,500.00 

CEC     $ 2,500.00 

5210 Principal Discretionary Fund     $ 1,500.00 

      

6100 Big Simple Shared - Kindy Group     $ 2,800.00 

6105 Big Simple - Caycee     $ 1,400.00 

6110 Big Simple - Jihee     $ 1,400.00 

      

6115 Big Simple Shared - Primary Group     $ 6,400.00 

6120 Big Simple - Celeste     $ 2,040.58 

6125 Big Simple - Erika     $ 2,133.33 

6130 Big Simple - Emily     $ 2,226.09 

      

6135 Big Simple Shared - Middle Group     $ 6,400.00 

6140 Big Simple - Heidi     $ 2,164.71 

6146 Big Simple - Genie     $ 2,164.71 

6150 Big Simple - Mikele     $ 2,070.59 

      

6155 Big Simple Shared - Upper Group     $ 6,400.00 

6160 Big Simple - Susan     $ 2,424.24 

6165 Big Simple - Teresa     $ 1,842.42 

6170 Big Simple - Casey     $ 2,133.33 

      

6180 Big Simple Supplies - PE     $ 500.00 

6185 Big Simple - Music     $ 250.00 

6190 Big Simple - Art     $ 250.00 

6195 Big Simple - Library     $ 500.00 

6196 Big Simple - Special Ed     $ 500.00 

      

      

    Total $ 41,000.00 

 
 


